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Abstract The present theoretical study is a systematic review of research publications in which sexual satisfaction was the dependent variable. After conducting a literature search in major electronic databases and following a selection process, we provide a summary of the main findings of 197 scientific papers published between 1979 and 2012. The review revealed the complexity and importance of sexual satisfaction, which was associated with the following variables and factors: a) individual variables such as socio-demographic and psychological characteristics as well as physical and psychological health status; b) variables associated with intimate relationships and sexual response; c) factors related to social support and family relationships; and d) cultural beliefs and values such as religion. In conclusion, we observed that sexual satisfaction is a key factor in individuals’ sexual health and overall well-being. However, despite its importance, there is a lack of theoretical models combining the most important factors to explain sexual satisfaction.
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Resumen En el presente estudio teórico se realiza una revisión sistemática de investigaciones publicadas en las que la satisfacción sexual constituye la variable dependiente. Tras una búsqueda bibliográfica en las principales bases de datos electrónicas, y una vez realizado un proceso de selección, se resumen los principales resultados de 197 artículos científicos publicados entre 1979 y 2012. Se comprueba la complejidad y la relevancia de la satisfacción sexual, la cual se asocia con: a) variables individuales, como ciertas características socio-demográficas, psicológicas, así como con el estado de salud físico y psicológico; b) variables vinculadas con la relación de pareja y con la respuesta sexual; c) factores relacionados con el apoyo social y relaciones familiares; y d) creencias y valores culturales como la religión. Como conclusión se puede señalar que la satisfacción sexual constituye un factor clave, tanto de la salud sexual como del...
There are several definitions of sexual satisfaction. One of the most accepted definitions was proposed by Lawrance and Byers (1995), who defined it as “an affective response arising from one’s subjective evaluation of the positive and negative dimensions associated with one’s sexual relationship” (p. 268). Sexual satisfaction is a relevant component of human sexuality that is considered to be the last stage of the sexual response cycle (Basson, 2001; Sierra & Buela-Casal, 2004) and a sexual right (World Health Organization, 2010). It is also a key factor in individuals’ overall quality of life. For example, better state of physical and psychological health (Scott, Sandberg, Harper, & Miller, 2012) and overall well-being (Dundon & Bellini, 2010) and quality of life (Davison, Bell, LaChina, Holden, & Davis, 2009) have been associated with high sexual satisfaction. Similarly, relational aspects such as high relationship satisfaction (Henderson, Lehatov, & Simoni, 2009), communication with one’s partner (MacNeil & Byers, 2009), and sexual assertiveness (Haavio-Manila & Kontula, 1997) have been found to be related to greater sexual satisfaction. Some studies have found a relationship between good sexual functioning and high sexual satisfaction (Henderson et al., 2009). Other variables such as social support (Henderson et al., 2009), good relationships with the children and family, and higher socio-economic status (Ji & Norling, 2004) have also been associated with high levels of sexual satisfaction. Religious belief has also been taken into account to explain sexual satisfaction: low religious belief has been associated with greater sexual satisfaction (Higgins, Trussell, Moore, & Davidson, 2010).

Since sexual satisfaction can be affected by individual or relational characteristics as well as variables such as social support or religion, it is interesting to explain it in the framework of ecological theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1994). According to this theory, individual development is affected by the interaction between individual characteristics and environmental and social conditions, which are organized into four interrelated levels: the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem. This theory can be useful to develop predictive models and classify variables associated with sexual satisfaction. An example of this is the use of the ecological model to study sexual satisfaction. It was proposed by Henderson et al. (2009), who explored the effect of variables corresponding to the microsystem level (i.e., depression, child sexual abuse, and internalized homophobia), the mesosystem level (i.e., relationship satisfaction and sexual functioning), and the exosystem level (i.e., social support and parenthood) in women. Results revealed that depressive symptoms, internalized homophobia (in lesbians), satisfaction with the relationship, sexual functioning, and social support were variables associated with sexual satisfaction. In this adaptation of ecological theory to the study of sexual satisfaction, the microsystem refers to individual characteristics (e.g., gender, age, personality, self-esteem), the mesosystem refers to intimate relationships, that is, the immediate environment of the individual (e.g., marital satisfaction, communication, sexual assertiveness, sexual functioning, sexual dysfunction), the exosystem refers to social networks or social status (e.g., family relationships, parenthood, social support, socioeconomic status), and the macrosystem refers to institutional and social factors (e.g., political ideology, religious beliefs) (Bronfenbrenner, 1994; Henderson et al., 2009).

Considering the importance of sexual satisfaction and the lack of review studies in this area, the aim of the present theoretical study was to conduct a systematic review of the variables associated with sexual satisfaction, taking into account the standards proposed by Perestelo-Pérez (2013). This study had two main objectives: first, to classify and summarize the variables associated with sexual satisfaction; second, since we intended to classify the variables according to the ecological theory proposed by Henderson et al. (2009), we expected the review to be useful to develop future research and predictive models of sexual satisfaction.

Method

Literature review

The literature search was conducted in the EBSCOhost and ProQuest search platforms, which include numerous databases on different subject areas, and in the following electronic databases: PsycINFO, PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science. The search terms used were “sex* satisf*”, “satisf* sex*”, and “satisfaction with sex”. We also used the following terms in Spanish: “satisf* satisf*”, “satisfacción con la relación sexual”, and “satisfacción con la vida sexual”. The search was limited to the title of scientific articles published in English or Spanish through 2012, with no restriction of subject area.

Inclusion criteria

Of the research studies in which sexual satisfaction was the dependent variable or criterion, we selected only those that were aimed at explaining sexual satisfaction.

Procedure

First, we conducted the search in the above-mentioned platforms and electronic databases between January and
May 2013. After compiling the studies, we classified them by year of publication and read them, identifying those that met the inclusion criteria. When there were doubts about whether the studies met the inclusion criteria, they were read by two reviewers and selected or discarded by consensus. Finally, we recorded relevant information in an ad hoc database to sort the publications and summarize the main results.

Encoding results

We extracted the following information from each of the studies that met the inclusion criteria.

—Author(s) and year of publication.
—Study methodology. Study design was identified according to the classification proposed by Montero and León (2007).
—Sample. We recorded the number of participants, gender, sexual orientation, and type of sample (i.e., non-clinical adolescents, clinical adolescents, non-clinical college students, clinical college students, non-clinical general population, and clinical general population). General population was understood to refer to participants who were neither adolescents nor college students.
—Assessment instrument. We identified the instrument used to assess sexual satisfaction.
—Key findings. We identified the variables associated with sexual satisfaction and classified them according to the levels proposed by Henderson et al. (2009) based on the ecological theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1994): microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem.

Results

Altogether, we found 290 articles, of which 93 were excluded for not meeting the inclusion criteria. Thus, we selected 197 articles, which were the subject of this review.

The articles reviewed were published between 1979 and 2012. According to the methodology used, 171 (86.8%) were ex post facto, 14 (7.1%) were quasi-experimental, 8 (4.1%) were experimental, and 4 (2%) were instrumental. According to the type of sample used, 98 studies (49.7%) used non-clinical general population samples, 42 (21.3%) used clinical general population samples, 33 (16.8%) used non-clinical college student samples, and one study used a non-clinical adolescent sample. The remaining studies used samples of various types (e.g., non-clinical samples of college students and adolescents). Regarding gender, 55.8% of studies (n = 110) included men and women, 28.4% (n = 56) included only women, and 15.7% (n = 31) included only men. Finally, 99 studies (50.3%) included heterosexual participants, 2 (1%) included homosexuals, 26 (13.2%) included participants with different types of sexual orientation, and 70 (35.5%) studies did not provide any information about sexual orientation.

The authors of the articles reviewed assessed sexual satisfaction by using over 40 different instruments and items derived from self-reports or ad hoc questionnaires. The questionnaires most frequently used were: the Index of Sexual Satisfaction (ISS; Hudson, Harrison, & Crosscup, 1981), used in 24 studies (12.2%); the Global Measure of Sexual Satisfaction (GMSS; Lawrance & Byers, 1995), used in 19 studies (9.6%); the Satisfaction with intercourse and Overall satisfaction subscales of the International Index of Erectile Function (IIEF; Posehn et al., 1997) in 11 studies (5.6%); the Golombek-Rust Inventory of Sexual Satisfaction (GRISS; Rust & Golombok, 1985) in ten studies (5.1%); and the subscale of Derogatis Sexual Function Inventory (DSFI; Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1979) and the Pinnay Sexual Satisfaction Inventory (PSSI; Pinnay, Gerrard, & Denney, 1987) in six studies (3%). In addition, 25 studies (12.7%) used a single item, seven (3.6%) questionnaires were developed ad hoc, and 11 publications (5.6%) did not report the use of an instrument.

As for the classification of variables associated with sexual satisfaction, 36% (n = 71) of studies included microsystem variables, 26.4% (n = 52) used mesosystem variables, 0.5% (n = 1) referred to exosystem variables, 1% (n = 2) dealt with macrosystem variables, and 36% (n = 71) included variables from two or more levels. Table 1 lists the variables associated with sexual satisfaction, organized according to ecological theory levels.

Microsystem

Results show that a higher level of well-being was associated with increased sexual satisfaction (Dundon & Fellini, 2010). For example, the presence of depression, anxiety, or stress (De Ryck, Van Laeken, Nöslinger, Mattem, & Collebenders, 2012), use of antidepressant drugs (Mossack et al., 2011), and spinal cord injuries as well as chronic diseases (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension; Akkus, Nakas, & Kalyoncu, 2010; Althof et al., 2010; Mendes, Cardoso, & Savall, 2008) were associated with lower sexual satisfaction. Conversely, greater physical performance and better overall health were found to predict higher sexual satisfaction (McCall-Hosendfeld et al., 2008).

Some surgical procedures such as circumcision (Cortés-González, Arratia-Maqueo, Martínez-Montelongo, & Gómez-Guerra, 2009) and vasectomy (Arratia-Maqueo, Cortés-González, Garza-Cortés, & Gómez-Guerra, 2010) were not found to have an effect, while hysterectomy was associated with lower sexual satisfaction (Sözeri-Varma, Kalkan-Guzhanoglu, Karadağ, & Özdel, 2011). Some studies also explored the effect of various drugs for the treatment of sexual dysfunctions. In this regard, most findings revealed a positive effect of such drugs on sexual satisfaction (Carson & Wylie, 2010; Dinsmore & Wylie, 2009).

Moreover, personality also influenced sexual satisfaction. For example, men and women reported greater sexual satisfaction when their partners had personality traits similar to theirs (Farley & Davis, 1980). Sexual victimization was also related to low satisfaction (Orlando & Koss, 1983).

Regarding gender roles, the masculine role in men (Daniel & Bridges, 2012) and the feminine role in women (Pederson & Bekesaune, 2003) were associated with high sexual satisfaction. However, Rosenzweig and Dennis (1989) found that both men and women who perceived their role as feminine or androgenic reported greater sexual satisfaction.
than those who perceived it as undifferentiated. As regards sexual attitudes, erotophilia (Hurlbert, Apt, & Rabehl, 1993) and low sexual guilt (Higgins et al., 2010) predicted greater satisfaction with sexual intercourse. The findings of studies on the effect of self-esteem and body image revealed that high self-esteem and a positive body image predicted greater sexual satisfaction (Higgins, Mullinax, Trussell, Davidson, & Moore, 2011; Pujols, Meston, & Seal, 2010). Finally, watching pornography was associated with lower sexual satisfaction (Yucel & Gassanov, 2010).

Finally, numerous socio-demographic variables were associated with sexual satisfaction. Regarding gender, some studies revealed that women reported more sexual satisfaction than men (Rehman, Rellini, & Fallis, 2011), while others found the opposite results (Ji & Norling, 2004). However, among the studies reviewed, those whose results did not show any differences between men and women were more numerous (McClelland, 2011; Santos-Iglesias et al., 2009). As for age, some studies suggested that it had a negative effect on sexual satisfaction (De Ryck et al., 2012), while others indicated the opposite (Young, Denny, Young, & Luquis, 2000). Race was also explored. Results showed that being white was associated with increased satisfaction (McCall-Hosenfeld et al., 2008), while being black was associated with lower sexual satisfaction (Carpenter, Nathanson, & Kim, 2009). Concerning sexual orientation, homosexuality was associated with increased sexual satisfaction in some studies (Henderson et al., 2009). By contrast, Dixon (1985) reported that heterosexual men indicated greater satisfaction than homosexuals and
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bisexuals, whereas McClelland (2011) did not find any significant differences as a function of sexual orientation. Finally, a high level of education (Carpenter et al., 2009) and a low number of sexual partners (Heiman et al., 2011) were generally associated with high sexual satisfaction.

Mesosystem

According to the results of the studies reviewed, sexual satisfaction was high among individuals who had a satisfactory relationship (Henderson et al., 2009), good dyadic adjustment (Dundon & Pellini, 2010), greater intimacy (Rubin & Campbell, 2012) and communication (MacNeil & Byers, 2009), and the support of their partner (Blackmore, Hart, Albiani, & Mohr, 2011). As regards attachment, results suggested that high levels of anxious and avoidant attachment (Butzer & Campbell, 2008) or ambivalent attachment (Cymer, Ray, Trepper, & Pierce, 2006) were associated with low sexual satisfaction. Regarding length of the relationship, overall longer duration of the relationship was found to decrease sexual satisfaction (Reiner & Smith, 2012). In addition, having a partner (Pedersen & Blekesaune, 2003), cohabiting with a partner, being married (Lau, Kim, & Tsui, 2005), and having an exclusive relationship (Higgins et al., 2011) were associated with higher sexual satisfaction, while infidelity was considered to predict lower satisfaction (Yucel & Gassanov, 2010). Moreover, satisfactory resolution of conflicts (Mitchell & Boster, 1998) and marital therapy (Bennun, Rust, & Golombok, 1985; Botli, Shabah, Pash, Ahmadi, & Bahrami, 2012) predicted greater levels of satisfaction with sexual intercourse. Finally, sexual assertiveness was also associated with high sexual satisfaction (Haavio-Mannila & Kontula, 1997; Hurlbert et al., 1993).

Numerous studies also revealed the existence of a relationship between sexual functioning and satisfaction. Desire, arousal, and orgasm consistency were associated with higher sexual satisfaction (Hurlbert et al., 1993). Conversely, lack of desire, vaginal dryness, erectile dysfunction, premature ejaculation, inability to reach orgasm, and pain during sex were associated with lower sexual satisfaction (Smith et al., 2012). Moreover, frequency of sex and variety of sexual behaviors were associated with increased sexual satisfaction (Haavio-Mannila & Kontula, 1997; Hurlbert et al., 1993).

Exosystem

Compared to studies with microsystem or mesosystem variables, we found fewer studies involving exosystem variables. Results suggested that social support (Henderson et al., 2009), good relationship with children and the family, and high socioeconomic status predicted greater sexual satisfaction (Ji & Norling, 2004).

Macroystem

Results about the relationship between religion and sexual satisfaction are diverse. Davidson, Darling, and Norton (1995) did not find any differences in levels of sexual satisfaction as a function of religious practice. By contrast, Higgins et al. (2010) found that religiosity was associated with low sexual satisfaction in white men and women. Lastly, Peitl, Peitl, and Pavlovic (2009) concluded that participants with schizophrenia and who professed the Roman Catholic religion reported greater satisfaction, whereas religion was not associated with sexual satisfaction in participants with depression or healthy participants.

Discussion

Of the articles reviewed, 66.2% were published between 2005 and 2012. This growing interest may be due to the fact that, in 2002, the World Health Organization (WHO), in cooperation with the World Association for Sexual Health (WASH), highlighted the importance of sexual health, including key factors such as information and sexual pleasure. The studies reviewed were conducted with a variety of sample types, although 35.5% of them did not report the sexual orientation of the participants. It would be interesting for future studies to include this information in order to further explore the relationship between sexual satisfaction and sexual orientation and try to clarify the conflicting results found to date.

It is worth noting that sexual satisfaction was assessed with a broad variety of instruments, of which only two were based on theoretical conceptualizations of sexual satisfaction: the New Sexual Satisfaction Scale (NSSS; Štolhofer, Buško, & Brouillard, 2010) and the Global Measure of Sexual Satisfaction (GMEX; Lawrence & Byers, 1995). Both questionnaires are useful in both research and clinical practice, and both share the fact of considering the interpersonal context in which sex relations occur.

The review revealed that sexual satisfaction was influenced not only by individual and relational factors but also by more distal variables related to individuals' social and cultural environment. As a result, ecological theory was found to be useful to classify such variables and factors. As regards individual (i.e., microsystem) variables, results revealed that both physical and psychological health are associated with satisfaction. Considering that diseases such as arthritis, diabetes, or hypertension were associated with sexual problems (Akkuş, 2010; Althof et al., 2010) and with difficulties in maintaining an intimate relationship (Moin, Duvdevany, & Mazor, 2009), it is not surprising to note that sexual satisfaction decreased, since sexual functioning is a predictor of sexual satisfaction. Similarly, depression, anxiety, and stress were associated with decreased sexual arousal (Lykins, Janssen, Newhouse, Heiman, & Raffaeli, 2012; Mosack et al., 2011) and with difficulties in maintaining an intimate relationship. It is essential for clinical practitioners to report on the negative impact of physical disease, psychological disorders, and drugs on sexuality and to promote communication between partners about their sexual concerns and expectations.

Studies on the role of sexual attitudes (Hurlbert et al., 1993) and self-esteem (Higgins et al., 2011) have shown a positive relationship between such variables and sexual satisfaction. These results are not surprising given that individuals with more liberal sexual attitudes experience their sexuality without guilt, which is associated with...
increased satisfaction (Higgins et al., 2010). In addition, high self-esteem is associated with less distracting thoughts during sex, leading to greater sexual satisfaction (Pujols et al., 2010).

Results on gender are contradictory (Petersen & Hyde, 2010; Rehman et al., 2011; Santos-Iglesias et al., 2009). A possible explanation for the differences between men and women reported by some studies may be the use of self-reports that include predictor items of sexual satisfaction. Lawrance and Byers (1995) found that men identified physical aspects of the relationship as rewards, while women identified relational aspects as rewards. Therefore, women are likely to express lower sexual satisfaction than men if the assessment instruments include items that refer to physical aspects. The opposite is likely to happen if questionnaires include more items that refer to relational aspects. Thus, although this hypothesis remains to be tested, when assessing sexual satisfaction it would be advisable to use self-reports composed of items that assess individuals’ feelings about the quality of their sexual relationship rather than items related to physical or relational aspects (Lawrance & Byers, 1995).

Another socio-demographic variable explored in some studies was age, whose increase was found to have a negative impact on sexual satisfaction (De Ryck et al., 2012). Older age was associated with less frequent sexual activity (Lindau & Gavrilova, 2010), lower frequency of sexual thoughts (Moyano & Serra, 2013), increased sexual dysfunction (Serra, Vallejo-Medina, Santos-Iglesias, & Lameiras Fernandez, 2012; Trompeter, Bettencourt, & Barrett-Connor, 2012), and presence of chronic diseases. All these factors are known to decrease satisfaction. However, some studies revealed that older people reported being satisfied with their sexual relationship (Gades et al., 2009), suggesting that other predictors of sexual satisfaction such as greater intimacy with one’s partner and/ or positive sexual attitudes are able to mediate the negative effect of age (Serra et al., in press).

As regards relational (i.e., mesosystem) variables, there was consensus in the findings. Individuals who had a satisfactory relationship and those who reported greater sexual communication and assertiveness reported greater sexual satisfaction (Henderson et al., 2009; Hurlbert et al., 1993; MacNeil & Byers, 2009). From the perspective of social exchange, relationship satisfaction can be considered as a reward that leads to higher sexual satisfaction (Lawrance & Byers, 1995). In addition, communication and sexual assertiveness make it more likely for partners to know about pleasant and unpleasant behaviors and therefore increase positive behaviors and decrease negative ones. This is likely to lead to greater overall and sexual satisfaction (MacNeil & Byers, 2005, 2009). It is also interesting to note the positive impact of marital therapy, which promotes communication, intimacy, and relationship satisfaction; as a result, sexual satisfaction increases (Bennun et al., 1985; Botlani et al., 2012). Overall, results suggest that good sexual functioning predicts high satisfaction (Heiman et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2012). However, our review highlighted the lack of studies using psychophysiological measures to explore the relationship between arousal and sexual satisfaction. Future experimental research on the relationship between sexual response and satisfaction experimentally should clarify the role of arousal in sexual satisfaction.

Moreover, few studies addressed the relationship between social support (i.e., exosystem) and sexual satisfaction. A good family relationship and high socioeconomic level seemed to be positively related with sexual satisfaction (Ji & Norling, 2004). In fact, family, work, and financial stress were found to have a negative effect on sexual satisfaction (Lau et al., 2009).

Finally, regarding macrosystem variables, the relationship between religion and sexual satisfaction has led to contradictory results (Davidson et al., 1995; Higgins et al., 2010). Future studies should explore the relationship between religiosity and other variables such as satisfaction with the relationship, sexual guilt, and sexual attitudes. For example, Woo, Marshedian, Brotto, and Gorzalka (2012) indicated that the religiosity combined with sexual guilt led to a decrease in sexual desire. Moreover, Sierra, Ortega, and Gutiérrez-Quintanilla (2008) found that lower religious practice and left-wing ideology were factors associated with erotophilia. As a result, such relationships should be considered in studies exploring the effects of macrosystem variables on sexual satisfaction.

Despite the importance of sexual satisfaction and the multitude of variables associated, as explained above, it is worth noting that there are few theoretical approaches to the study of sexual satisfaction. The few exceptions to this are the proposals made by Lawrance and Byers (Interpersonal Exchange Model of Sexual Satisfaction; 1995), the Sexual Knowledge and Influence Model (Cupach & Metts, 1991; Metts & Cupach, 1989) and other perspectives such as the Sexual Scripts Theory, which may help explain the gender-based differences in sexual satisfaction (Simon & Gagnon, 1984, 1987). In this regard, the adaptation of ecological theory to the study of sexual satisfaction conducted by Henderson et al. (2009) is useful to classify the variables associated with sexual satisfaction, as we did in this systematic review. We consider that this proposal will facilitate the development of future predictive models of sexual satisfaction and reveal the relationships between the different variables and the possible mediating effects of some of them. Mesosystem variables, especially relationship satisfaction and sexual functioning, often function as mediating variables between the microsystem and the exosystem and sexual satisfaction. For example, psychological distress is associated with marital problems and lower sexual functioning, which lead to decreased sexual satisfaction. In turn, relationship satisfaction can mediate the relationship between social support and sexual satisfaction (Henderson et al., 2009).

In conclusion, this systematic review makes it clear that sexual satisfaction can be affected by many factors, and that the ecological theory framework is useful to classify them. Therefore, in the clinical setting, the assessment of variables from the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem levels will reveal which elements affect sexual satisfaction. Future studies should explore the relevance of each of these factors and the relationships between them.

Finally, a limitation of the review is related to the search criteria (i.e., terms limited to the title) and the fact that we included only scientific papers published in English or
spanish in which sexual satisfaction was the dependent variable.

Appendix

The full list of the 197 articles reviewed, including sample characteristics, instruments used to assess sexual satisfaction, and key findings, can be consulted on the electronic version of the present article, available at: http://zl.elsevier.es/mmc/355/355v14n01/appendix-sexual.pdf
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